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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.10.2-rev12
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.10.2-rev11
Open-Xchange AppSuite office-web 7.10.2-rev5
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5374.

65742 token login not working anymore after upgrade to 7.10.2
A mismatch between the derived and registered class definitions may lead to a serialization error
when using the Hazelcast-backed token login container. Use defined order of field definitions during (de-)serialization of portable sessions.
66451 portal widget ”my tasks” does not work anymore after 7.10.1 update
Task query uses ”GROUP BY” clause and conflicts with ONLY_FULL_GROUP_BY mode of the database.
Avoid ”GROUP BY” clause in SQL statement, but filter possible duplicate tasks in application.
66457 wrong importance value medium in mail header
Wrong value ”Medium” used to signal normal importance. Set ”Importance” MIME message header
according to https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4021#page-32. (Values: High, normal, or low).
66552 unified mail: ”mark all as read” inactive
Grant write permission to virtual composite folders of Unified Mail account; write permissions
in terms of mail folder means user is allowed to set flags other than seen/unseen and ”mark as
deleted”.
66553 Mail compose and emojis after zoom fails to render properly
TinyMCE cannot handle floating point numbers and therefore, size computation fails. Manually
force tinymce to accept floating point pixels when necessary.
66556 floating windows for mail compose can not be closed
When opening a restorepoint, the id is incremented. But for objects from the jslobs, the object reference is still pointing to the object in the jslobs. Therefore, the id in the cache is also changed and
the object with the old id cannot be found and deleted. Work on a copy of the object to prevent to
overwrite the id in the jslobs object.
66595 etc/settings/guidedtours.properties got overwritten during update from 7.8.4 -> 7.10.0
-> 7.10.1
Mark guidedtours.properties as configfile now.
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Tests

Open-Xchange has successfully verified all bug fixes that could be reproduced within a lab environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

65742, 66451, 66457, 66552, 66553, 66556, 66595,
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